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Lebanon Board of Education Policy
The Lebanon Board of Education is committed to a policy of equal opportunity/affirmative action for
all the qualified persons and equal access to Boy Scouts of America and other designated youth
groups. The Lebanon Board of Education does not discriminate in any employment practice, education
program, or educational activity on the basis of race, color, religious creed, sex, age, national origin,
ancestry, marital status, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, disability (including, but not
limited to, intellectual disability, past or present history of mental disorder, physical disability or
learning disability), genetic information, or any other basis prohibited by Connecticut state and/or
federal nondiscrimination laws.

SR. PROJECT BOOK ACCESSIBILITY

The Senior Project book can be accessed in a PDF file in several different places. If you need to access
information you can go to the L.M.H.S. intranet page and click on the “Senior Project” icon. The book
is also on the Lebanon district website. Just go to the website and click on “our schools’, then click on
“Lyman Memorial High School”, and then look for the “Senior Project” heading on the menu on the
left hand side and click on it.
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SR. PROJECT & L.M.H.S. 21ST CENTURY LEARNING EXPECTATIONS AND
CONNECTICUT’S COMMON CORE STATE STANDARDS

The senior project is designed to meet Lyman Memorial High School’s 21st Century Learning Expectations,
including:

• Students will use technology and other resources to access, evaluate and apply appropriate information for
authentic learning opportunities.

• Students will work independently and collaboratively to solve problems.
• Students will communicate clearly and effectively.
• Students will become active learners, demonstrating innovation and adaptability.
• Students will apply the processes of analysis, evaluation, and creativity to solve problems.
• Students will demonstrate personal responsibility, cultural appreciation, and appropriate respectful behavior.
The senior project is also aligned with Connecticut’s Common Core State Standards, including:

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RI.11-12.7 Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information presented in different media or
formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively) as well as in words in order to address a question or solve a problem.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.11-12.7 Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects to answer a question (including a
self-generated question) or solve a problem; narrow or broaden the inquiry when appropriate; synthesize multiple
sources on the subject, demonstrating understanding of the subject under investigation.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.11-12.8 Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative print and digital sources, using
advanced searches effectively; assess the strengths and limitations of each source in terms of the task, purpose, and
audience; integrate information into the text selectively to maintain the flow of ideas, avoiding plagiarism and
overreliance on any one source and following a standard format for citation.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.11-12.5 Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or
trying a new approach, focusing on addressing what is most significant for a specific purpose and audience.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.11-12.4 Present information, findings, and supporting evidence, conveying a clear and distinct
perspective, such that listeners can follow the line of reasoning, alternative or opposing perspectives are addressed,
and the organization, development, substance, and style are appropriate to purpose, audience, and a range of
formal and informal tasks.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.11-12.5 Make strategic use of digital media (e.g., textual, graphical, audio, visual, and interactive
elements) in presentations to enhance understanding of findings, reasoning, and evidence and to add interest.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.11-12.6 Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, demonstrating a command of formal
English when indicated or appropriate.
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Seniors should give hard copies of all work to their monitors on or before the deadline date. *Keep all
pages with original signatures in your book. Give a copy to your monitor. Failure to meet these due
dates/deadlines will result in your becoming INELIGIBLE FOR ALL SCHOOL RELATED
ACTIVITIES.

Benchmark A
April 13, 2021 - Statement of Understanding/Student /Project Narrative with thesis due for ALL students.
May 18, 2021 –Initial Research Check-in. Twenty (20) facts and or quotes with citations related to researchtopic will be shared with monitors for ALL students.
Project Committee Members have signed Benchmark A (page 26)
Benchmark A paper due

Benchmark B
September 21, 2021 – Completed Outline due for ALL students.

October 19, 2021 - First Draft of Research Paper (10 pages for Honors, 7 pages for non-Honors)
COMPLETE First Draft is duePapers returned by Nov. 17

November 30, 2021
Deadline for Final Draft for ALL students.Papers returned by Dec. 22

Benchmark C
March 4, 2022 - Oral and Visual Presentation complete.Process Paper due.

Benchmark D
November 30, 2021 -Deadline to declare intention to complete Honors Component.
Honors Deadline

March 4, 2022
Complete Benchmark D.
Honors Deadline
**If your monitor is out the day a requirement is due, then please hand a HARD COPY in to Mr.
Morello in room 13 by 2:05. It is your responsibility to have the requirement handed in on time. Thank
you.

S E N I O R P R O J E C T C A L E N D A R
~ C L A S S O F 2 0 2 2 ~
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VISUAL CALENDAR OF DUE DATES

Month Day Due

April 13
(ALL)

1. Statement of Understanding
2. Narrative Proposal with Thesis

May 18 (All) Initial Research Check-in
June, July, August
September 21 (All) Completed Outline
October 19 (All) First Draft of Research Paper

November 30 (All) Final Draft of Research Paper
(Honors) Declaration of Intent for Honors Component

January, February
March 4 (All) Oral-Visual Presentation Completion Deadline

Process Paper Due
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Senior Project Facilitators
 Project Coordinator

Mark Morello
Responsibilities:

Chair the Steering Committee.
Be available for student support at designated times

Assist Monitors and staff as needed

 Monitors
Diane Ayer
Kevin Brodie
David Covino
Scott Elliott
Ryan Fabry
Alexandra Fryer
Brian Girasoli
George Gray
Megan Grogan
Cynthia Hisman
Kyo Narita
Ken Ochs
Brenda Wildes
Responsibilities:

Guide and monitor students through the Senior Project process
Review proposals
Evaluate Research Paper and Oral Visual presentation
Keep records of benchmark completion
Contact project coordinator with concerns and questions
Return all benchmark components within two weeks of student submission

 Project Committee (Minimum of four adults, 2 of which must be certified staff)

Student’s Faculty Monitor
Three adults (Non-family members) At least 21 years’ old

Responsibilities:
Provide consultation when solicited.
Apply rubrics and guidelines in evaluating the overall project

 Steering Committee
Monitors that review the project on a regular basis
T.B.A.
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What is Senior Project?
The focus of the Senior Project is to engage each senior in a personalized learning experience.

The research paper should take a stance and prove it through the research process. It allows seniors an
opportunity to demonstrate interdisciplinary skills and knowledge while investigating a specialized
area of interest. Each student will have the assistance of a faculty monitor to advise them.

The Senior Project has three (3) required components and one (1) optional component that will
be used in evaluating the final project. The required components are:

IV:
HONORS

I:
NARRATIVE
PROPOSAL &
OUTLINE

II:
RESEARCH
PAPER

III:
ORAL VISUAL &
PROCESS PAPER

The optional
component is:
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Terminology
Accommodations/Modifications- Students who have been formally identified as having special needs may
have content, product and/or time-related adjustments to expectations as specified in their Individualized
Educational Programs (IEPs) or 504 Plans. Students, parents and case managers should advocate for necessary
accommodations/modifications at the annual reviews previous to the first Senior Project required deadline.
Documentation (IEP/504 Plan) should reflect specific accommodations/modifications.

Benchmark – A series of tasks that must be completed by a specified date to qualify for graduation in June.

Database- A peer-reviewed collection of information used in academic research. Examples include but are not
limited to ICONN, World Book Online, and Opposing Viewpoints.

Fact Check- Initial research of 20 facts with citations.

Faculty Monitor - A faculty member assigned to the student who will monitor the progress of that student,
clarify project components, and enforce benchmarks.

Deadline – All Benchmark tasks must be completed by this date no later than 2:20pm. They are listed as
follows:

Benchmark A: April 13 and May 18, 2021
Benchmark B: September 21, October 19, and November 30, 2021
Benchmark C: March 4, 2022

If Lyman Memorial High School is closed (because of a weather event) on a graduation deadline, the due date
will be extended to the next school day. If a sending district is closed on a graduation deadline, but Lyman is
still open, all students are still expected to meet the deadlines, or contact the school to make arrangements with
the monitor or the coordinator.

MISSED DEADLINES
A student who misses a DEADLINE will need to make up the requirement for credit. The student will
lose their senior privileges and become INELIGIBLE for all school related activities until the requirement
is fulfilled and earns “Successful” status. If a student requires extensive help that requires tutoring to
achieve “Successful” status on a requirement, then he/she must stay after school to receive help. Tutoring
will be provided by a Sr. Project monitor(s) until the “NYS” requirement achieves “Successful” status.
The session will start the week following the missed deadline date or 10 day revision period for papers, or
5 day revision period for Oral-Visual presentations. A meeting with the coordinator and principal, and a
letter mailed home, will take place before the start of the session. The student must continue to stay after
until all missed work is completed to the satisfaction of the student’s monitor. Moreover, any student who
misses a deadline is still responsible for completing the rest of their senior project.

A student who makes the initial deadline for their final paper, but receives a “NYS” has 10 calendar days
to complete a successful rewrite. If the student misses that deadline or has a paper that is still “NYS, then
they will go into the after school tutoring program until the requirement is successful.
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Honors Deadline – A deadline that needs to be met in order for a student to complete an Honors Senior Project.
.
Process Paper - A paper, summarizing a student’s personal experience through the Senior Project process (see
page 56).

Product(s) - The thing(s) you may produce in accomplishing your project.

Project Committee – A committee comprised of the monitor and three other adults that assist with the
development of the project and evaluate the oral/visual presentation. At least two members of the committee
must be certified staff.

Senior Project Proposal/Narrative - A description of what topic will be explored in the project, including
initial sources of information, research questions, and ideas for the oral/visual presentation (see pages 22-23).

SSP AND SENIOR PROJECT
The Student Success Plan (SSP) is an individual student driven plan that addresses every student’s

needs and interests to help them stay connected in school and to achieve postsecondary educational
and career goals. Lyman Memorial’s SSP program includes two facets of the Senior Project; the
Narrative Proposal in grade 11 and the Process Paper in grade 12. Using the web-based Naviance
college and career planning software, students will upload these two documents to their SSP portfolio.

To accomplish this, students must log on to their Naviance account using their email address and
password. Naviance provides password retrieval option if students require it. A link to the site is
provided on the school’s intranet page or can be reached at the following web address:

http://connection.naviance.com/family-connection/auth/login/?hsid=lymanmhs
Upon accessing the Naviance site, students may click on the “My Planner” tab which will bring up

the “Tasks Assigned To Me” tab. Click on this tab to find the link to the related Senior Project task;
Narrative Proposal or Process Paper. From here, students will be able to upload their documents to
their Student Success Plan.
If you have trouble accessing the site or your plan, please see your Guidance Counselor.

http://connection.naviance.com/family-connection/auth/login/?hsid=lymanmhs
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Examples of Senior Projects
Research Based Projects
Leadership Analyze the different types of leadership styles and compare/contrast their qualities. Investigate how organizations change, what role do leaders play.

Business Research what it takes to manage stores Write a research report on a case study on business law. Conduct a thorough study of one career field, such as accountant, administrative assistant and
compare/contrast the benefits of careers within that field. Investigate and compile a stock portfolio and report on your progress. Prepare a consumer report on a product or group of products and research the value of consumer reports.

World Language Investigate the use of computer technology as it relates to the teaching of world languages classes and
possibly form a guide.

Health Analyze health awareness programs or projects. Areas could include: STD/AIDS, teen pregnancy
prevention, drugs/alcohol, birth control, stress management, death and dying, decision making skills,
communication, mental health/self-esteem. Report on the types of safety needed in racing and Safety Conditions for Race Cars

Family Consumer Science Investigate "Meals on Wheels" and report on its role for Senior citizens. Investigate types of accommodations for Senior Citizens. Investigate "Search and Rescue" techniques - what are they and what methods are used.

Science Research folklore about weather and compare its ability to predict the weather with more "scientific"
methods. Complete a pharmaceutical study and report on the role of regulations. Report on the history of some aspect of Medicine and predict its future.

History / Social Studies Research the criminal culture of the 20's and 30's and compare to today.

Agricultural Science Complete a genetic study of Feeder Hogs and report on the genetics involved.

Honors Component Projects (with outcomes)
Arts Analyze American Indian artwork and perhaps create style pieces. Create an art mural and analyze its message. Compose and record/present music and report on that style/composer. Analyze the role of logos and design logos for cars or other products. Create a book of poetry and artwork. Analyze and create a design of racing sails.
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Business Organize a community service project and investigate the background of service or the project topic. Complete a survey of job opportunities in a business area and look at regional educational opportunities
for preparing students in this area. Investigate a particular company or group of companies and develop an analysis of an aspect of their
organization. Write a business plan for a new business and research types of plans. Design an ad campaign using presentation and desktop publishing software and investigate advertising
methods.

World Language Organize/create part of the World Language Week and report on the need for knowing world languages. Create a portfolio of drill, games, songs, etc. on the computer for beginning French or Spanish. Prepare a multimedia presentation of an artistic movement.

Grounds Analyze total maintenance of educational facilities. Design and create improved facilities.
Health Analyze the field of Physical Therapy and observe therapy and its methods. Analyze types of Emergency Care and observe its methods.

Family Consumer Science Investigate the Catering Business and perhaps cater some events. Develop a cross generation project with local Senior Citizens.
For example:

Invite them to visit high school - Plan a special day/activities for them, i.e. band
performance, breakfast or luncheon, panel of speakers.
Help them in homes - cleaning, repairs, yard work, companionship, etc. Research costume design for plays. Perhaps research the time period fashions and create costumes for a

particular actor/actress (fit, alter, sew) for a play or musical. Analyze the child care process and perhaps organize and train willing groups of child care workers for
emergency snow day needs. Organize a group diversity celebration. Each student research and present a certain country's culture
and foods to school. Perhaps arrange for guests to run workshops or make a video presentation, teach
other classes or students. Analyze community public service needs. Areas could include:

March of Dimes - Healthier Babies Campaign
Single Mothers - Madonna House
Homeless Shelter
AIDS Baby quilts
American Cancer Society

English / Language Arts Investigate the influence of different types of newspapers and create a newspaper. Create a play - writing, acting, and/or directing Create a literary magazine Create through film - producing and/or acting Evaluate advertising techniques (print or on the air) and create an advertisement. Research the role of "Books on Tape" and prepare a book.
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Media "Tell a Story" about school sports, kids, etc. Using PowerPoint, video, or 35 mm slides. Report on the structure and use of Internet and facilitate a project for students.

Physical Education Analyze student athletic equipment - types, use and needs. Perhaps issue and collect uniforms and/or
inventory, repair and/or maintain equipment. Analyze athletic media and its role in athletics. Perhaps operate the PA system, computer or scoreboard
for athletic events. Analyze the role of video in sports management. Perhaps work with a coach in taping games and/or
practices. Example - taping shooting techniques (hoop) or pitching techniques. Research method of teaching physical education and perhaps assist an instructor during a physical
education class. Construct a Cross Country Course and report on design.

Science Research critical thinking and develop lab activities for Biology that involves those skills. Find/identify plants that grow on Lyman Memorial High School property, make a plant press and create
a portfolio of plant buds, twigs, leaves, and/or flowers. Design and produce an anatomy computer presentation. Report on preservation of National Parks and Forests and create and defend a plan for the future.

History / Social Studies Analyze a period of time, topic or issue and prepare a debate or dramatic enactment to illustrate a point.

Technology Investigate the technology involved in remote control cars and develop a car.

School-to-Career Clusters
This is a list of suggestions for topics that could be explored as school-to-career options for research
and for the completion of Benchmark D:

 Arts and Media Business and Finance Construction, Technology, and Design Environmental, Natural Resources, and Agriculture Government, Education, and Human Services Health and Biosciences Retail, Tourism, Recreation, and Entrepreneurship Technologies, Manufacturing, Communications, and Repair Information Technology
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Description of Project Sequence
Spring 2021:
 Review the Senior Project book, sequence, and checklist Brainstorm ideas for a project. Review suggestions for project topics. Request monitor Consult with your Project Committee (individually or in a group) in preparing the Project

Narrative Proposal and Thesis Consult your Project Committee for design and input. Fine tune your proposal. Work with your Project Committee (individually or in a group) to develop a timeline.
Make it reasonable and plan for its adherence. Complete the proposal. Arrange for your space and materials needs as soon as possible. If you have unusual
Materials/Space Requirements, see your monitor. Turn in Statement of Understanding and Narrative Proposal with thesis April 13, 2021

Spring/Summer/Fall 2020: Compiling the Research Paper
 Plan accordingly - this is the most time consuming portion. Review the rubric for the written paper. Turn in the Initial Research Notes (May 18, 2021) Turn in the Completed Outline (Sept 21, 2021) Turn in the Completed First Draft of the Research Paper (Oct. 19, 2021) Turn in your Final Draft of the Research Paper (Nov. 30, 2021) Declare your intention to your monitor by the day the final paper is due if you plan to do

Benchmark D. Reminder to book space and materials for Oral-Visual Presentation.

Winter/Spring 2022: The Oral/Visual Presentation
 Decide on your audience and consult with your monitor to arrange for your presentation. Review the Oral-Visual checklist. Review the Rubric for the Oral/Visual Presentation. Rehearse and deliver your presentation. Complete all requirements for Benchmark D (optional). Submit your Process Paper to your monitor.

Benchmarks C and D completed by March 4, 2022
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LMHS 2021 SENIOR PROJECT IN A NUTSHELL
 Statement of Understanding/Student and Narrative Proposal with Thesis Due: 04/13/21 Initial Research Notes Check-in Due: 05/18/21 Monitor: ______________________ Committee Members (4 adults): ______________________________

I RESEARCH PAPER
COMPONENTS COVER PAGE INTRODUCTION/THESIS SUPPORTING IDEAS (Minimum 3, HS* 4/+) CITATIONS (Minimum 3, HS*5/+) CONCLUSION WORKS CITED LENGTH (Minimum 7 pages Non Honors, HS*

10/+ pages for Honors)
BASIS FOR EVALUATION CONTENT ORGANIZATION PRODUCT/FORMAT
DUE DATES INITIAL RESEARCH NOTES: 5/18/21 COMPLETED OUTLINE: 9/21/21 (or before) FIRST DRAFT: 10/19/21 (or before) FINAL COPY: 11/30/21 (or before)

II ORAL/VISUAL PRESENTATION
COMPONENTS SCHEDULE

SPACE/MATERIAL/EQUIPMENT OUTLINE (DISTRIBUTE AND
FOLLOW) TECHNOLOGY (1 FORM
MINIMUM, HS*2/+) CITATIONS (MINIMUM 2, HS*3/+) LENGTH (15 MINUTE MIN., HS*
20 MIN./+)

BASIS FOR EVALUATION CONTENT SPEAKING ORGANIZATION VISUAL/MEDIA
DUE DATES

 PRESENTATION: 3/4/22 (or before)
III PROCESS/COMMITMENT
COMPONENTS MEET WITH MONITOR

(MINIMUM 5 TIMES, HS*5/+ TIMES) PROCESS PAPER (HS* 2/+ PAGES TYPED) MEET BENCHMARK DEADLINES (HS*/
ALL WORK WELL DONE & COMPLETED
ON TIME!)

BASIS FOR EVALUATION EVIDENCE OF COMMITMENT PROCESS PAPER

DUE DATES PROCESS PAPER: 3/4/22 (or before)

IV HONORS COMPONENT
OPTIONAL (HS* MUST SELECT ONE) PERFORMANCE EXPERIENCE

(CONTACT: MS. FRYER) SCHOOL TO CAREER
EXPERIENCE

(CONTACT: MR. TEDESCO) VOLUNTEER EXPERIENCE
(CONTACT: MR. APICELLI

BASIS FOR EVALUATION TIME COMMITMENT EXPERIENCE-SPECIFIC
CRITERIA (SEE CONTACT
PERSON)

DUE DATES DEADLINE TO DECLARE
INTENT: 11/30/21 EXPERIENCE COMPLETED 3/4/22

*HS - SIGNIFIES HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL CRITERIA NEEDED FOR MEDAL RECOGNITION.
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Senior Project Evaluation Scale
Student's Name _________________________________________________ Date_____________
Topic___________________________________________________________________________
Monitor _________________________________________________________________________

Evaluation HS S NYS *

Research
1. Content _____ _____ _____
2. Organization/Style _____ _____ _____
3. Product _____ _____ _____

Oral/Visual
1. Content _____ _____ _____
2. Effective Speaking _____ _____ _____
3. Organization _____ _____ _____
4. Visual/Media _____ _____ _____

Process
1. Deadlines _____ _____ _____
2. Process Paper _____ _____ _____

Benchmark D _____

* Any person with a research paper graded NYS has 10 calendar days to submit their corrected paper
for credit. If the revision due date falls on a weekend, holiday, or vacation day, it is still the
responsibility of the student to send the paper in electronically to their monitor.

Any person with a Narrative Proposal or Outline graded as NYS has 5 calendar days to submit a
corrected and “Successful” requirement. Electronic submission may be required. An Oral/Visual
presentation graded NYS has 5 school days to make up this deficiency as school is not open on a
weekend or holiday.

Failure to meet the “successful” standard will placement in the after school help program.
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Senior Project Award Scale

CREDIT

Highly Successful

All project criteria met in an exemplary manner,
beyond that expected of high school students. Plus
Benchmark D.

8 HS at minimum; no NYS

Successful

Evidence of sufficient work in each criterion. Minimum all S

NO
CREDIT

Not Yet Successful

Level of work insufficient. 1 or more NYS

HS = Highly Successful S = Successful NYS = Not Yet Successful
If one criterion of a component falls into a lower grade, that component receives that lower grade. For instance,
if a paper has all of the Content criteria marked as “HS”, EXCEPT one, then that component will be given the
grade in which the lowest criterion was judged to be, either “S”, or “NYS”. This grading rule applies to ALL
Senior Project rubrics.

Those students earning Honors* distinction for their full project will receive a medal at the spring awards
ceremony.
Those students who may be recognized for an outstanding oral-visual presentation will also receive a medal
recognizing that accomplishment at the spring awards ceremony.
Medals are worn at graduation.

*Just because a student signs up for the Honors track and does the Honors Benchmark D component does not
guarantee that the project will be “Highly Successful”. As indicated above, the student must earn 8 out of 9
“Highly Successful” marks and complete Benchmark D to earn an Honors medal. If a student, who is going for
Honors, receives 2 or more “Successful” grades on the project component, then they will not be eligible for the
full Honors medal. They could, however, still receive a medal for their presentation if it meets all the criteria.
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Benchmark A
Statement of Understanding

Narrative Proposal with Thesis
Initial Research Check-In
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Statement of Understanding
I, __________________________ (student name), agree to the following conditions for work on my
Senior Project:

I will do my own authentic work.
My consultant and monitor will be guides and facilitator of my project, not a director or
instructor in the traditional sense.
I agree to present my project to my Project Committee and, if required, a public forum.
I understand that I must complete a written narrative proposal with thesis by April 13, 2021 and
Initial Research Check-in by May 18, 2021. A completed outline is due on September 21, 2021.
The first draft of my research paper is due on October 19, 2021 and I must have completed the
final draft of my research paper by November 30, 2021.
I understand that I must complete an oral-visual presentation and process paper based upon my
research on or before March 4, 2022.
I understand that 1/2 credit will be assigned at the successful completion of my project and that
I will receive a grade but my transcript will show "pass." I know that I must receive credit for
this project to graduate. I know that failure to meet any deadline can result in loss of credit
for Senior Project and academic ineligibility for all school related activities and more until
the missed work is made up and earns a grade of “Successful”. In order to make-up the
work, I may need to attend the afterschool make-up session provided after each deadline.
See page 10 for specific guidelines.

I realize that Lebanon Schools has a right to use my project as an example of a Senior Project -
not for profit or general publication.

Student Signature_____________________________________________ Date_____________

Parent/Guardian Signature______________________________________ Date_____________

Monitor Signature ____________________________________________ Date_____________

This form, required for graduation, is due on April 13, 2021.

When complete, please submit a photocopy to your monitor.
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Senior Project Narrative Proposal with Thesis
The purpose of your project proposal is to explain your project more fully. It is this detailed account of
your project that will be submitted to the Monitor for final topic approval. In the process of drafting your
proposal you should consider the following:

1. Describe what your project is.
2. Include a thesis statement.
3. What prior knowledge do you have of your topic? If you have little prior knowledge, describe your

interest in the project.
4. What three or four research questions do you anticipate having to answer during the course of your

project?
5. Cite your initial three sources of information in correct MLA format. Be specific, e.g., author, title,

copyright date. Possible sources: one internet, one oral, technical manual, and reference books.
6. What ideas do you have for your final presentation in the spring?

The final submission should be substantial enough to answer the questions thoroughly. It should be
word processed, Times New Roman 12 pt. font, with 1” margins, and double spaced. The expectation
is that this proposal be clear, detailed and well organized as befits your status as a high school senior.
The proposal may be submitted at any time, but must be completed and submitted by the due date.
If the proposal is not acceptable when turned in, the student will have five school days to make
corrections and resubmit to the monitor.

Your Narrative and Proposal with Thesis is due on April 13, 2023.

Narrative Proposal/Evaluation Scale

Successful Not Yet Successful
Detailed description of project, prior knowledge
or interest, and ideas for final project in the
spring
3 or more relevant research questions, written
as complete sentences
3 or more sources cited in correct MLA style
Typed, Times New Roman, double spaced, 12pt
font, 1” margins

Minimal or no description of project, knowledge
or interest, or ideas for final project in the spring
2 or fewer relevant research questions, or any not
written as complete sentences
2 or fewer sources, or any not cited in correct
MLA style
Not typed or double spaced, or incorrect font size
or margins
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Sample Initial Research- 20 Facts
1. "Some have argued that do-not-resuscitate (DNR) decisions should be tailored to 3 distinct patient

populations: (1) those whom CPR should be considered a plausible option, (2) those whom CPR should
be recommended against, or (3) those whom CPR should not be offered (i.e., those imminently dying or
who have no chance of surviving to discharge)." ("Use of Advance Directives...")

2. "A hospital's culture and policies' prioritization of autonomy vs best interest appears to influence the
way in which physician trainees conceptualize patient autonomy." (Dzeng)

3. "Only 18 to 20 percent of older patients in hospitals who suffer cardiac arrest end up leaving the
hospital alive." (Graham)

4. DNR discussions do not occur frequently enough and occur too late in the course of patients' illnesses to
allow their participation in resuscitation decisions. (Yuen)

5. Survival rates after CPR are low, especially for metastatic cancers. (Yuen)
6. "In 1983, The President's Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine supported DNR

order protocols based on three value considerations: self-determination, well-being, and equity" (Yuen)
7. "A DNR order only applies to the decision to withhold CPR in the event of a cardiopulmonary arrest

and should not impact other aspects of care. However, many providers inappropriately alter treatment
plans for patients with a DNR order without discussion with the patient or surrogate." (Yuen)

8. Legislation like the Dignified Death Act exists in Michigan to protect those with DNRs to receive life
insurance payouts because refusal of resuscitation is not deemed suicide. (Takacs)

9. "It's estimated that about than 1 in 4 adults in the United States have advance directives." ("Frequently
Asked Questions")

10. "The 1990 Patient Self-Determination Act (PSDA) encourages everyone to decide now about the types
and extent of medical care they want to accept or refuse if they become unable to make those decisions
due to illness. The PSDA requires all health care agencies to recognize the living will and durable power
of attorney for health care." ("Frequently Asked Questions")

11. "A living will is a document designed to control certain future health care decisions only when a person
becomes unable to make decisions and choices on their own. The person must also have a terminal
illness (the patient cannot be cured) or permanent unconsciousness (often called a persistent vegetative
state"). State laws vary, but they usually allow doctors to stop trying to prolong life when these things
happen. If a person has hope of recovery, the living will generally does not apply." ("Frequently Asked
Questions")

12. "A durable power of attorney for health care is also called a health care power of attorney. It's a legal
document in which you name a person to be your proxy (agent) to make all your health care decisions if
you become unable to do so." ("Frequently Asked Questions")

13. "A California Department of Public Health report says 191 adults received prescriptions from 173
physicians for medical aid in dying between the law's passage and December 31 , 2016. Of those, 111
ingested the prescribed drugs and died; 87.4% were 60 or older, and 83.8% were receiving hospice
and/or palliative care." (Scutti)

14. Connecticut's advance directive form includes 5 sections: appointment of a health care representative,
living will and health care instructions, document of anatomical gift, conservator for future incapacity,
capacity to execute the document. ("Connecticut Advance Directive Form.")

15. "70 percent of out-of-hospital cardiac arrests happen in homes. Unfortunately, only about 46% of people
who experience an out-of-hospital cardiac arrest get the immediate help that they need before
professional help arrives." ("Use of Advance Directives”)

16. "Among the three long-term care populations, having at least one AD in the medical record was highest
among discharged hospice care patients (88%) and lowest among home health care patients (28%), with
65% of nursing home residents having at least one AD (Figure 1)." (Jones)

17. "Up to 67 percent of patients with terminal cancer who were admitted without a DNR order were
administered cardiopulmonary rehabilitation (CPR), with less than five percent surviving the
admission." (Do-Not-Resuscitate)

18. "A mental health professional can take such an individual to court; if the court finds that the patient is
incompetent, it may use a substituted judgment standard, appoint a guardian, and order the patient to
take medication" ("What Can You Do…”)
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19. "Benevolent coercion" is Dr. Jeffrey Geller's term for threatening to institute legal proceedings to
compel treatment for patients who do not comply with treatment ("What Can You Do…”)

20. Approximately 25% of all U.S. deaths occur in the long-term care setting, and this figure is projected to
rise to 40% by the year 2040. Care coordination as patients transition from one form of care to another
during a progressive, advanced illness can improve care and cut costs. (NIH Fact Sheets)

Works Cited:
"Connecticut Advance Directive Form." Everplans, www.everplans.com/articles/connecticut-advance-directive-

form.
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and-paying-for-treatment/understanding-financial-and -legal-matters/advance-directives faqs.html.
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Yuen, Jacqueline K., et al. "Hospital Do-Not-Resuscitate Orders: Why They Have Failed and How to Fix
Them." Advances in Pediatrics., U.S. National Library of Medicine, 1 Feb. 2011,
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3138592/.
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Senior Project Evaluation Scale
Rubric for Outline

Successful Not Yet Successful
Thesis statement
3+ Defenses of thesis (I, II, III, etc.)
2+ Subordinate ideas for each defense (A, B, C
etc.)
1+ supporting details per subordinate idea (1,
2, 3, etc.)
1+ example per supporting detail (a, b, c, etc.)
Typed, Times New Roman,12 pt. font, 1”
margins

No thesis statement
2 or fewer defenses of thesis
1 or fewer subordinate ideas on any defense

No supporting details on any subordinate idea

No examples on any supporting details

Not typed, or incorrect font size and margins

If the monitor judges the outline to be not yet successful, the student has five school days to complete a
revision. Further extensions can be granted to a student struggling with research at the monitor’s
discretion.

Thesis statement
3+ Defenses of thesis (I, II, III, etc.)
2+ Subordinate ideas for each defense (A, B, C
etc.)
1+ supporting details per subordinate idea (1,
2, 3, etc.)
1+ example per supporting detail (a, b, c, etc.)
Typed, Times New Roman,12 pt. font, 1”
margins

No thesis statement
2 or fewer defenses of thesis
1 or fewer subordinate ideas on any defense

No supporting details on any subordinate idea

No examples on any supporting details

Not typed, or incorrect font size and margins
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Sample Outline Format
Thesis statement: a statement that contains the topic and stance of your argument with details to show your
argument is focused.
I. First defense of thesis statement

A. Subordinate idea which elaborates on your first defense.
1. Supporting Detail, which elaborates on your first subordinate idea

a. Example which illustrates your supporting detail.
b. Example which illustrates your supporting detail

2. Supporting Detail, which elaborates on your first subordinate idea
a. Example which illustrates your supporting detail.
b. Example which illustrates your supporting detail

B. Subordinate idea which elaborates on your first defense.
1. Supporting Detail, which elaborates on your first subordinate idea

a. Example which illustrates your supporting detail.
b. Example which illustrates your supporting detail

2. Supporting Detail, which elaborates on your first subordinate idea
a. Example which illustrates your supporting detail.
b. Example which illustrates your supporting detail

(Repeat this at least two more times)

Sample Outline

Thesis statement: Lyman Memorial High School’s Senior Project is a valuable way for students to demonstrate
that they have acquired the skills deemed necessary for future success while allowing students to pursue that
which interests them most.
I. The Senior Project (SP) allows students to demonstrate their mastery of CT’s Common Core for reading,

writing, and presenting as well as higher order thinking skills
A. Students demonstrate higher-order thinking skills as they read over 200 pages and synthesize

that information to support their thesis (LMHS Senior Project book 2019)
1. To ensure that students are reading valid and trustworthy information, the

requirement of a database source was recently added to the SP
a. The school’s library media specialist helps with this and most students have

received guidance about databases from her prior to their junior year
b. Database sources are vetted for accuracy and reliability more than sources from

general search engines, such as Google
2. SP requires at least four sources, increasing chance for conflicting data or

differences of opinions -- students will need to discern best information to include
a. CT Core Standard RI.11-12.7: “Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of

information ... to address a question or solve a problem.”
b. Highest order thinking skills are used: analyzing and evaluating texts to create a

new meaning (Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy)
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Benchmark A
All Components due no later than May 18, 2021

Date of Completion Task

________ Project selected and "Statement of Understanding" submitted.
April 13, 2021 ALL STUDENTS

________ Senior Project Proposal Narrative (with THESIS STATEMENT) submitted
April 13, 2021 ALL STUDENTS

________ Initial Research Check-in submitted (20 facts/quotes with citations)
May 18, 2021 ALL STUDENTS

________ Project Committee Members (selected by May 18, 2021)Note: at least two must be certified staff.
1. Monitor ______________________________________________
2. _____________________________________________________
3. _____________________________________________________

(Minimum) 4. _____________________________________________________

Benchmark A completed. ___________________________________________________
(Monitor Signature)
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Benchmark B
Completed Outline

Research Paper First Draft
Research Paper Final Draft
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The Research Component
The research component culminates with a research paper. It includes the submission of an outline,
a first draft and a final draft. This research component may include a scientific/mathematical
investigation, a project, performance, or product in the humanities /fine arts, or research and application
in applied technologies. The research paper must be 7 pages in length (minimum) for non-Honors,
and 10 pages in length (minimum) for Honors and meet the standards outlined on the evaluation
rubric/scale outlined on page 46:

 The Outline for all students is due on September 21, 2021. The First Draft of the research paper due is due on or before October 19, 2021. The first
draft must include, at minimum:

1. Seven typed pages non-Honors, ten typed pages Honors (12 pt. font, Times New
Roman, double spaced, 1” margins)

2. Correct MLA parenthetical citations
3. Works Cited with at least three different sources

TAKE NOTICE
If the first draft does not contain all three of these requirements, it will be returned to the student
unread, and WILL NOT be considered turned in on time. This will result in a failure for the
deadline, thus making the student INELIGIBLE for all school related activities. In addition,
possible attendance at the appropriate make-up session(s) may be required. See page 10 for
specific guidelines concerning missed deadlines.

In addition, the final draft is the last chance to earn Honors status. The first draft is the only time
in which a required area in the rubric can be improved to “Highly Successful”. If a final paper has
a grade of “NYS” it can only be upgraded to “Successful”.

Students are expected to read a minimum of 200 pages from at least three different sources. These
sources must include one print source, and one source from a peer reviewed academic
journal/professional publication (i.e. database source). Your third source may come from a personal
interview, a website that has been evaluated for reliability, or other appropriate primary source.
The library website contains links to the library catalog, the school databases, e-books, and web sources.
Visit it at http://lymanlibrary.edublogs.org/ and click on the research tab.
Page 45 has information regarding databases and how to access them.

http://lymanlibrary.edublogs.org/
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What is a thesis?
A thesis statement declares what you believe and what you intend to prove. A good thesis statement
makes the difference between a thoughtful research project and a simple retelling of facts.
A good tentative thesis will help you focus your search for information. But don't rush! You must do a
lot of background reading before you know enough about a subject to identify key or essential
questions. You may not know how you stand on an issue until you have examined the evidence. You
will likely begin your research with a working, preliminary or tentative thesis which you will continue
to refine until you are certain of where the evidence leads.
The thesis statement is typically located at the end of your opening paragraph. (The opening paragraph
serves to set the context for the thesis.)
Remember, your reader will be looking for your thesis. Make it clear, strong, and easy to find.

Attributes of a good thesis:
 It should be contestable, proposing an arguable point with which people could reasonably

disagree. A strong thesis is provocative; it takes a stand and justifies the discussion you will
present.

 It tackles a subject that could be adequately covered in the format of the project assigned.
 It is specific and focused. A strong thesis proves a point without discussing “everything

about …” Instead of music, think "American jazz in the 1930s" and your argument about it.
 It clearly asserts your own conclusion based on evidence. Note: Be flexible. The evidence may

lead you to a conclusion you didn't think you'd reach. It is perfectly okay to change your
thesis!

 It provides the reader with a map to guide him/her through your work.
 It anticipates and refutes the counter-arguments
 It avoids vague language (like "it seems").
 It avoids the first person. ("I believe," "In my opinion")
 It should pass the So what? or Who cares? Test (Would your most honest friend ask why he

should care or respond with "but everyone knows that"?) For instance, "people should avoid
driving under the influence of alcohol," would be unlikely to evoke any opposition.

Need more help with thesis writing? Go to mciu.org/~spjvweb/thesis.html. or try
http://johnmcgarvey.com/apworld/student/thesiscreator.html

http://owl.english.purdue.edu/workshops/hypertext/ResearchW/cares.html
http://johnmcgarvey.com/apworld/student/thesiscreator.html
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MLA Formatting
(with permission from The Purdue OWL. Purdue U Writing Lab, 2016. Web. Date of access 2018.)

Modern Language Association (MLA) style is most commonly used to write papers and cite sources
within the liberal arts and humanities.

Paper Format

Below are some basic guidelines for formatting a paper in MLA style.
General Guidelines

 Type your paper on a computer and print it out on standard, white 8.5 x 11-inch paper.
 Double-space the text of your paper, and use a legible font (e.g. Times New Roman). Whatever

font you choose, MLA recommends that the regular and italics type styles contrast enough that
they are recognizable one from another. The font size should be 12 pt.

 Leave only one space after periods or other punctuation marks (unless otherwise instructed by
your instructor).

 Set the margins of your document to 1 inch on all sides.
 Indent the first line of paragraphs one half-inch from the left margin. MLA recommends that

you use the Tab key as opposed to pushing the Space Bar five times.
 Create a header that numbers all pages consecutively in the upper right-hand corner, one-half

inch from the top and flush with the right margin. (Note: Your instructor may ask that you omit
the number on your first page. Always follow your instructor's guidelines.)

 Use italics throughout your essay for the titles of longer works and, only when absolutely
necessary, providing emphasis.

 If you have any endnotes, include them on a separate page before your Works Cited page.
Entitle the section Notes (centered, unformatted).

Formatting the First Page of Your Paper

 Center the title. Do not underline, italicize, or place your title in quotation marks; write the title
in Title Case (standard capitalization), not in all capital letters.

 Use quotation marks and/or italics when referring to other works in your title, just as you would
in your text: Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas as Morality Play; Human Weariness in "After
Apple Picking"

 Create a header in the upper right-hand corner that includes your last name, followed by a
space with a page number; number all pages consecutively with Arabic numerals (1, 2, 3, 4,
etc.), one-half inch from the top and flush with the right margin. (Note: Your instructor or other
readers may ask that you omit last name/page number header on your first page. Always follow
instructor guidelines.)

Basic in-text citation rules

In MLA style, referring to the works of others in your text is done by using what is known
as parenthetical citation. This method involves placing relevant source information in parentheses
after a quote or a paraphrase.
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General Guidelines

 The source information required in a parenthetical citation depends (1.) upon the source
medium (e.g. Print, Web, DVD) and (2.) upon the source’s entry on the Works Cited
(bibliography) page.

 Any source information that you provide in-text must correspond to the source information on
the Works Cited page. More specifically, whatever signal word or phrase you provide to your
readers in the text, must be the first thing that appears on the left-hand margin of the
corresponding entry in the Works Cited List.

In-text citations: Author-page style

MLA format follows the author-page method of in-text citation. This means that the author's last name
and the page number(s) from which the quotation or paraphrase is taken must appear in the text, and a
complete reference should appear on your Works Cited page. The author's name may appear either in
the sentence itself or in parentheses following the quotation or paraphrase, but the page number(s)
should always appear in the parentheses, not in the text of your sentence. For example:

Wordsworth stated that Romantic poetry was marked by a "spontaneous overflow of powerful
feelings" (263).
Romantic poetry is characterized by the "spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings"
(Wordsworth 263).
Wordsworth extensively explored the role of emotion in the creative process (263).

Both citations in the examples above, (263) and (Wordsworth 263), tell readers that the information in
the sentence can be located on page 263 of a work by an author named Wordsworth. If readers want
more information about this source, they can turn to the Works Cited page, where, under the name of
Wordsworth, they would find the following information:

Wordsworth, William. Lyrical Ballads. Oxford UP, 1967.
Citing a work by multiple authors

For a source with two authors, list the authors’ last names in the text or in the parenthetical citation:
Best and Marcus argue that one should read a text for what it says on its surface, rather than
looking for some hidden meaning (9).
The authors claim that surface reading looks at what is “evident, perceptible, and apprehensible
in texts” (Best and Marcus 9).

For a source with three or more authors, list only the first author’s last name, and replace the additional
names with et al.

According to Franck et al., “Current agricultural policies in the U.S. are contributing to the
poor health of Americans” (327).
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Citing indirect sources

Sometimes you may have to use an indirect source. An indirect source is a source cited in another
source. For such indirect quotations, use "qtd. in" to indicate the source you actually consulted. For
example:

Ravitch argues that high schools are pressured to act as "social service centers, and they don't
do that well" (qtd. in Weisman 259).

Note that, in most cases, a responsible researcher will attempt to find the original source, rather thanciting an indirect source.

Citing non-print or sources from the Internet

With more and more scholarly work being posted on the Internet, you may have to cite research you
have completed in virtual environments. While many sources on the Internet should not be used for
scholarly work, some Web sources are perfectly acceptable for research. When creating in-text
citations for electronic, film, or Internet sources, remember that your citation must reference the source
in your Works Cited.
Sometimes writers are confused with how to craft parenthetical citations for electronic sources because
of the absence of page numbers, but often, these sorts of entries do not require any sort of parenthetical
citation at all. For electronic and Internet sources follow the following guidelines:

 Include in the text the first item that appears in the Work Cited entry that corresponds to the
citation (e.g. author name, article name, website name, film name).

 You do not need to give paragraph numbers or page numbers based on your Web browser’s
print preview function.

 Unless you must list the Web site name in the signal phrase in order to get the reader to the
appropriate entry, do not include URLs in-text. Only provide partial URLs such as when the
name of the site includes, for example, a domain name, like CNN.com or Forbes.com as
opposed to writing out http://www.cnn.com or http://www.forbes.com.

When a citation is not needed

Common sense and ethics should determine your need for documenting sources. You do not need to
give sources for familiar proverbs, well-known quotations or common knowledge. Remember, this is a
rhetorical choice, based on audience. If you're writing for an expert audience of a scholarly journal, for
example, they'll have different expectations of what constitutes common knowledge.
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MLA Formatting- Direct Quotations

When you directly quote the works of others in your paper, you will format quotations differently
depending on their length. Below are some basic guidelines for incorporating quotations into your
paper. Please note that all pages in MLA should be double-spaced.
Short quotations

To indicate short quotations (four typed lines or fewer of prose or three lines of verse) in your text,
enclose the quotation within double quotation marks. Provide the author and specific page citation (in
the case of verse, provide line numbers) in the text, and include a complete reference on the Works
Cited page. Punctuation marks such as periods, commas, and semicolons should appear after the
parenthetical citation. Question marks and exclamation points should appear within the quotation
marks if they are a part of the quoted passage but after the parenthetical citation if they are a part of
your text.
For example, when quoting short passages of prose, use the following examples:

According to some, dreams express "profound aspects of personality" (Foulkes 184), though
others disagree.

According to Foulkes's study, dreams may express "profound aspects of personality" (184).

Long quotations

For quotations that are more than four lines of prose or three lines of verse, place quotations in a free-
standing block of text and omit quotation marks. Start the quotation on a new line, with the entire
quote indented ½ inch from the left margin; maintain double-spacing. Only indent the first line of the
quotation by an additional quarter inch if you are citing multiple paragraphs. Your parenthetical
citation should come after the closing punctuation mark. When quoting verse, maintain original line
breaks. (You should maintain double-spacing throughout your essay.) For example, when citing more
than four lines of prose, use the following example:

Nelly Dean treats Heathcliff poorly and dehumanizes him throughout her narration:
They entirely refused to have it in bed with them, or even in their room, and I had no more
sense, so, I put it on the landing of the stairs, hoping it would be gone on the morrow. By
chance, or else attracted by hearing his voice, it crept to Mr. Earnshaw's door, and there he
found it on quitting his chamber. Inquiries were made as to how it got there; I was obliged to
confess, and in recompense for my cowardice and inhumanity was sent out of the house.
(Bronte 78)
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MLA Works Cited Page: Basic Format
According to MLA style, you must have a Works Cited page at the end of your research paper. All
entries in the Works Cited page must correspond to the works cited in your main text.
Basic rules

 Begin your Works Cited page on a separate page at the end of your research paper. It should
have the same one-inch margins and last name, page number header as the rest of your paper.

 Label the page Works Cited (do not italicize the words Works Cited or put them in quotation
marks) and center the words Works Cited at the top of the page.

 Double space all citations, but do not skip spaces between entries.
 Indent the second and subsequent lines of citations by 0.5 inches to create a hanging indent.
 List page numbers of sources efficiently, when needed. If you refer to a journal article that

appeared on pages 225 through 250, list the page numbers on your Works Cited page as 225-
250. Note that MLA style uses a hyphen in a span of pages.

 If you're citing an article or a publication that was originally issued in print form but that you
retrieved from an online database, you should type the online database name in italics. You do
not need to provide subscription information in addition to the database name.

Additional basic rules new to MLA 2016

New to MLA 2016:

 For online sources, you should include a location to show readers where you found the source.
Many scholarly databases use a DOI (digital object identifier). Use a DOI in your citation if
you can; otherwise use a URL. Delete “http://” from URLs. The DOI or URL is usually the last
element in a citation and should be followed by a period.

 All works cited entries end with a period.
Capitalization and punctuation

 Capitalize each word in the titles of articles, books, etc, but do not capitalize articles (the, an),
prepositions, or conjunctions unless one is the first word of the title or subtitle: Gone with theWind, The Art of War, There Is Nothing Left to Lose.

 Use italics (instead of underlining) for titles of larger works (books, magazines) and quotation
marks for titles of shorter works (poems, articles)

Listing author names

Entries are listed alphabetically by the author's last name (or, for entire edited collections, editor
names). Author names are written last name first; middle names or middle initials follow the first
name:

Burke, Kenneth
Levy, David M.
Wallace, David Foster
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Do not list titles (Dr., Sir, Saint, etc.) or degrees (PhD, MA, DDS, etc.) with names. A book listing an
author named "John Bigbrain, PhD" appears simply as "Bigbrain, John"; do, however, include suffixes
like "Jr." or "II." Putting it all together, a work by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. would be cited as "King,
Martin Luther, Jr." Here the suffix following the first or middle name and a comma.
Work with no known author

Alphabetize works with no known author by their title; use a shortened version of the title in the
parenthetical citations in your paper. In this case, Boring Postcards USA has no known author:

Baudrillard, Jean. Simulacra and Simulations. [...]
Boring Postcards USA. [...]
Burke, Kenneth. A Rhetoric of Motives. [...]

Remember these changes from previous editions:
 Commas are used instead of periods between Publisher, Publication Date, and Pagination.
 Medium is no longer necessary.
 Containers are now a part of the MLA process, in light of technology. Periods should be used

between Containers.
 DOIs should be used instead of URLS when available.
 Use the phrase, “Accessed” instead of listing the date or the abbreviation, “n.d.”

Below is the general format for any citation:
Basic Book Format

The author’s name or a book with a single author's name appears in last name, first name format. The
basic form for a book citation is:

Last Name, First Name. Title of Book. Publisher, Publication Date.

Book with One Author

Gleick, James. Chaos: Making a New Science. Penguin, 1987.
Henley, Patricia. The Hummingbird House. MacMurray, 1999.
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Book with More Than One Author

When a book has multiple authors, order the authors in the same way they are presented in the book.
The first given name appears in last name, first name format; subsequent author names appear in first
name last name format.

Gillespie, Paula, and Neal Lerner. The Allyn and Bacon Guide to Peer Tutoring. Allyn and
Bacon, 2000.

If there are three or more authors, list only the first author followed by the phrase et al. (Latin for "and
others") in place of the subsequent authors' names. (Note that there is a period after “al” in “et al.” Also
note that there is never a period after the “et” in “et al.”).
Book by a Corporate Author or Organization

A corporate author may include a commission, a committee, a government agency, or a group that
does not identify individual members on the title page.
List the names of corporate authors in the place where an author’s name typically appears at the
beginning of the entry.

American Allergy Association. Allergies in Children. Random House, 1998.
Book with No Author

List by title of the book. Incorporate these entries alphabetically just as you would with works that
include an author name. For example, the following entry might appear between entries of works
written by Dean, Shaun and Forsythe, Jonathan.

Encyclopedia of Indiana. Somerset, 1993.
Remember that for an in-text (parenthetical) citation of a book with no author, provide the name of the
work in the signal phrase and the page number in parentheses. You may also use a shortened version of
the title of the book accompanied by the page number.
Article in a Reference Book (e.g. Encyclopedias, Dictionaries)

For entries in encyclopedias, dictionaries, and other reference works, cite the piece as you would any
other work in a collection but do not include the publisher information. Also, if the reference book is
organized alphabetically, as most are, do not list the volume or the page number of the article or item.

"Ideology." The American Heritage Dictionary. 3rd ed., 1997.
A Government Publication

Cite the author of the publication if the author is identified. Otherwise, start with the name of the
national government, followed by the agency (including any subdivisions or agencies) that serves as
the organizational author.
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United States, Congress, Senate, Committee on Energy and Natural Resources. Hearing on the
Geopolitics of Oil. Government Printing Office, 2007. 110th Congress, 1st session, Senate
Report 111-8.

A Pamphlet

Cite the title and publication information for the pamphlet just as you would a book without an author.
Pamphlets and promotional materials commonly feature corporate authors (commissions, committees,
or other groups that does not provide individual group member names). If the pamphlet you are citing
has no author, cite as directed below.

Women's Health: Problems of the Digestive System. American College of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists, 2006.

Article in a Magazine

Cite by listing the article's author, putting the title of the article in quotations marks, and italicizing the
periodical title. Follow with the date of publication. Remember to abbreviate the month. The basic
format is as follows:

Author(s). "Title of Article." Title of Periodical, Day Month Year, pages.
Poniewozik, James. "TV Makes a Too-Close Call." Time, 20 Nov. 2000, pp. 70-71.
Buchman, Dana. "A Special Education." Good Housekeeping, Mar. 2006, pp. 143-48.

Article in a Newspaper

Cite a newspaper article as you would a magazine article, but note the different pagination in a
newspaper. If there is more than one edition available for that date (as in an early and late edition of a
newspaper), identify the edition after the newspaper title.

Brubaker, Bill. "New Health Center Targets County's Uninsured Patients." Washington
Post, 24 May 2007, p. LZ01.

Krugman, Andrew. "Fear of Eating." New York Times, 21 May 2007, late ed., p. A1.
An Article in a Scholarly Journal

A scholarly journal can be thought of as a container, as are collections of short stories or poems, a
television series, or even a website. A container can be thought of as anything that is a part of a larger
body of works. In this case, cite the author and title of article as you normally would. Then, put the title
of the journal in italics. Include the volume number (“vol.”) and issue number (“no.”) when possible,
separated by commas. Finally, add the year and page numbers.
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Author(s). "Title of Article." Title of Journal, Volume, Issue, Year, pages.
Bagchi, Alaknanda. "Conflicting Nationalisms: The Voice of the Subaltern in Mahasweta

Devi's Bashai Tudu." Tulsa Studies in Women's Literature, vol. 15, no. 1, 1996, pp. 41-50.

MLA Works Cited: Electronic Sources (Web Publications)

MLA uses the phrase, “Accessed” to denote which date you accessed the web page when available or
necessary. It is not required to do so but especially encouraged when there is no copyright date listed
on a website.
Important Note on the Use of URLs in MLA

Include a URL or web address to help readers locate your sources. Because web addresses are not
static (i.e., they change often) and because documents sometimes appear in multiple places on the web
(e.g., on multiple databases), MLA encourages the use of citing containers such as Youtube, JSTOR,
Spotify, or Netflix in order to easily access and verify sources. However, MLA only requires the www.
address, so eliminate all https:// when citing URLs.
Many scholarly journal articles found in databases include a DOI (digital object identifier). If a DOI is
available, cite the DOI number instead of the URL.
Online newspapers and magazines sometimes include a “permalink,” which is a shortened, stable
version of a URL. Look for a “share” or “cite this” button to see if a source includes a permalink. If
you can find a permalink, use that instead of a URL.
Abbreviations Commonly Used with Electronic Sources

If page numbers are not available, use par. or pars. to denote paragraph numbers. Use these in place of
the p. or pp. abbreviation.
Basic Style for Citations of Electronic Sources (Including Online Databases)

Here are some common features you should try to find before citing electronic sources in MLA style.
Not every Web page will provide all of the following information. However, collect as much of the
following information as possible both for your citations and for your research notes:

 Author and/or editor names (if available)
 Article name in quotation marks.
 Title of the website, project, or book in italics.
 Any version numbers available, including editions (ed.), revisions, posting dates, volumes

(vol.), or issue numbers (no.).
 Publisher information, including the publisher name and publishing date.
 Take note of any page numbers (p. or pp.) or paragraph numbers (par. or pars.).
 URL (without the https://) DOI or permalink.
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 Date you accessed the material (Date Accessed)—While not required, it is highly
recommended, especially when dealing with pages that change frequently or do not have a
visible copyright date.

 Remember to cite containers after your regular citation. Examples of containers are collections
of short stories or poems, a television series, or even a website. A container is anything that is a
part of a larger body of works.

Use the following format:
Author. Title. Title of container (self contained if book), Other contributors (translators or

editors), Version (edition), Number (vol. and/or no.), Publisher, Publication Date, Location
(pages, paragraphs and/or URL, DOI or permalink). 2nd container’s title, Other
contributors, Version, Number, Publisher, Publication date, Location, Date of Access (if
applicable).

Citing an Entire Web Site

It is a good idea to list your date of access because web postings are often updated, and information
available on one date may no longer be available later. When using the URL, be sure to include the
complete address for the site except for the https://.

The Purdue OWL Family of Sites. The Writing Lab and OWL at Purdue and Purdue U, 2008,
owl.english.purdue.edu/owl. Accessed 23 Apr. 2008.

Felluga, Dino. Guide to Literary and Critical Theory. Purdue U, 28 Nov.
2003, www.cla.purdue.edu/english/theory/. Accessed 10 May 2006.

A Page on a Web Site

For an individual page on a Web site, list the author or alias if known, followed by the information
covered above for entire Web sites. If the publisher is the same as the website name, only list it once.

"Athlete's Foot - Topic Overview." WebMD, 25 Sept. 2014, www.webmd.com/skin-problems-
and-treatments/tc/athletes-foot-topic-overview.

Lundman, Susan. "How to Make Vegetarian Chili." eHow, www.ehow.com/how_10727_make-
vegetarian-chili.html. Accessed 6 July 2015.
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An Image (Including a Painting, Sculpture, or Photograph)

Provide the artist's name, the work of art italicized, the date of creation, the institution and city where
the work is housed. Follow this initial entry with the name of the Website in italics, and the date of
access.

Goya, Francisco. The Family of Charles IV. 1800. Museo Nacional del Prado, Madrid. Museo
Nacional del Prado, www.museodelprado.es/en/the-collection/art-work/the-family-of-
carlos-iv/f47898fc-aa1c-48f6-a779-71759e417e74. Accessed 22 May 2006.

An Article in a Web Magazine

Provide the author name, article name in quotation marks, title of the web magazine in italics,
publisher name, publication date, URL, and the date of access.

Bernstein, Mark. "10 Tips on Writing the Living Web." A List Apart: For People Who Make
Websites, 16 Aug. 2002, alistapart.com/article/writeliving. Accessed 4 May 2009.

An Article in an Online Scholarly Journal

For all online scholarly journals, provide the author(s) name(s), the name of the article in quotation
marks, the title of the publication in italics, all volume and issue numbers, and the year of publication.
Include a URL, DOI, or permalink to help readers locate the source.

Dolby, Nadine. “Research in Youth Culture and Policy: Current Conditions and Future
Directions.” Social Work and Society: The International Online-Only Journal, vol. 6, no.
2, 2008, www.socwork.net/sws/article/view/60/362. Accessed 20 May 2009.

An Article from an Online Database (or Other Electronic Subscription Service)

Cite online databases (e.g. LexisNexis, ProQuest, JSTOR, ScienceDirect) and other subscription
services as containers. Thus, provide the title of the database italicized before the DOI or URL. If a
DOI is not provided, use the URL instead. Provide the date of access if you wish.
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Alonso, Alvaro, and Julio A. Camargo. "Toxicity of Nitrite to Three Species of Freshwater
Invertebrates." Environmental Toxicology, vol. 21, no. 1, 3 Feb. 2006, pp. 90-94. Wiley
Online Library, doi:10.1002/tox.20155.

Langhamer, Claire. “Love and Courtship in Mid-Twentieth-Century England.” Historical
Journal, vol. 50, no. 1, 2007, pp. 173-96. ProQuest, doi:10.1017/S0018246X06005966.
Accessed 27 May 2009.

A YouTube Video

Video and audio sources need to be documented using the same basic guidelines for citing print
sources in MLA style. Include as much descriptive information as necessary to help readers understand
the type and nature of the source you are citing. If the author’s name is the same as the uploader, only
cite the author once. If the author is different from the uploaded, cite the author’s name before the title.

“8 Hot Dog Gadgets put to the Test.” YouTube, uploaded by Crazy Russian Hacker, 6 June
2016, www.youtube.com/watch?v=WBlpjSEtELs.

MLA Works Cited: Other Common Sources
Personal Interviews

Personal interviews refer to those interviews that you conduct yourself. List the interview by the name
of the interviewee. Include the descriptor Personal interview and the date of the interview.

Smith, Jane. Personal interview. 19 May 2014.
A Song or Album

Music can be cited multiple ways. Mainly, this depends on the container that you accessed the music
from. Generally, citations begin with the artist name. They might also be listed by composers or
performers. Otherwise, list composer and performer information after the album title. Put individual
song titles in quotation marks. Album names are italicized. Provide the name of the recording
manufacturer followed by the publication date. If information such as record label or name of album is
unavailable from your source, do not list that information.
Spotify

Rae Morris. “Skin.” Cold, Atlantic Records, 2014, Spotify,
open.spotify.com/track/0OPES3Tw5r86O6fudK8gxi.
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CD

Nirvana. "Smells Like Teen Spirit." Nevermind, Geffen, 1991.

Films or Movies

List films by their title. Include the name of the director, the film studio or distributor, and the release
year. If relevant, list performer names after the director's name.

The Usual Suspects. Directed by Bryan Singer, performances by Kevin Spacey, Gabriel Byrne,
Chazz Palminteri, Stephen Baldwin, and Benecio del Toro, Polygram, 1995.

Television Shows

Recorded Television Episodes

Cite recorded television episodes like films (see above). Begin with the episode name in quotation
marks. Follow with the series name in italics. When the title of the collection of recordings is different
than the original series (e.g., the show Friends is in DVD release under the title Friends: The Complete
Sixth Season), list the title that would help researchers to locate the recording. Give the distributor
name followed by the date of distribution.

"The One Where Chandler Can't Cry." Friends: The Complete Sixth Season, written by Andrew
Reich and Ted Cohen, directed by Kevin Bright, Warner Brothers, 2004.

Broadcast TV or Radio Program

Begin with the title of the episode in quotation marks. Provide the name of the series or program in
italics. Also include the network name, call letters of the station followed by the date of broadcast and
city.

"The Blessing Way." The X-Files. Fox, WXIA, Atlanta, 19 Jul. 1998.

Netflix, Hulu, Google Play

Generally, when citing a specific episode, follow the format below.
“94 Meetings.” Parks and Recreation, season 2, episode 21, NBC, 29 Apr.

2010. Netflix, www.netflix.com/watch/70152031.
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An Entire TV Series

When citing the entire series of a TV show, use the following format.
Daniels, Greg and Michael Schur, creators. Parks and Recreation. Deedle-Dee Productions and

Universal Media Studios, 2015.

Podcasts

“Best of Not My Job Musicians.” Wait Wait…Don’t Tell Me! from NPR, 4 June
2016, http://www.npr.org/podcasts/344098539/wait-wait-don-t-tell-me.

Students are encouraged to visit the library media specialist if they are struggling with their in-text or
Works Cited citations. For detailed instructions on both MLA and APA citations, students can visit the
Purdue Online Writing Lab (https://owl.english.purdue.edu/). This website has detailed information
and examples (like those shown above) for different types of research resources. Students can also use
the citation generator, Paperpile, in Google Docs. Paperpile is a free Google Add-on, which will
generate and insert in-text and Works Cited citations. Students can find instructions on how to
download and use Paperpile in the library.

https://owl.english.purdue.edu/
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Works Cited Example
A Works Cited page is a list of the resources (print and outline) you used in writing your paper.
Sources are listed in alphabetical order and help the reader identify where you got your information
from. To create a Works Cited page use easybib.com. The following is an example of what your page
should look like.

Works Cited
Besthoff, Len. “Cell Phone Use Increase Risk of Accidents, but Users Willing to Take the Risk”

WRAL.com. Capitol Broadcasting, 9 Nov. 1999. Web. 12 Jan. 2001.

Farmers Insurance Group. “New Survey Shows Drivers Have Had ‘Close Calls’ with Cell Phone
Users.” Farmers. Farmers Insurance group, 8 May 2000. Web. 12 Jan. 2001.

Haughney, Christine. “Taking Phones out of Drivers’ Hands.” Washington Post 5 Nov. 2000: A8
Print.

Plagiarism
Using someone else’s ideas or phrasing and representing those ideas or phrasing as our own, eitheron purpose or through carelessness, is a serious offense known as plagiarism. “Ideas or phrasing”,
includes written or spoken material, from whole papers and paragraphs to sentences, and, indeed,
phrases, and also includes statistics, lab results, art work, etc. “Someone else” can mean a professional
source, such as a published writer or critic in al book, magazine, encyclopedia, or journal; an electronic
resource such as material we discover on the World Wide Web; another student at our school or
anywhere else; a paper-writing “service” (online or otherwise) which offers to sell written papers for a
fee.
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What is a database?
A database is a collection of pieces of information that is organized and used on a computer. Most
databases will have a variety of information including but not limited to: academic journal articles,
magazine articles, news articles, videos, pictures, audio files, statistics, charts and graphs, website
addresses, etc. Remember, the use of at least one database is required as a source for the Senior
Project research paper. Ask our librarian for the latest sites and access to our data base
collection.

How do I access a database?

There a few ways you can access a database. Here are the 3 easiest ways:
1. All public libraries subscribe to at least one database; all you have to do is ask one of

the librarians to show you how to use it.
2. Connecticut provides free access to a research database called iConn. You must have a

Connecticut library card to gain access (library cards are FREE at your public library).
Once you have a library card go to www.iconn.org. Then click on High School
resources, and then type in your search terms.

3. LMHS library also subscribes to a few databases. These databases will always be
located on the library’s webpage. See the librarian for the website address. You should
be able to access the school’s databases at school and at home.

See Mrs. Nowosad in the library for the latest database information
available for use.

http://www.iconn.org
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Senior Project Evaluation Guide- Research Paper Rubric

HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL SUCCESSFUL NOT YET SUCCESSFUL

Content

Provides specific and accurate
information pertaining to research
that supports the thesis.
Reflects insightful consideration of
the significance of the study.
Uses precise and accurate
vocabulary appropriate for
audience.
Maintains a formal and objective
style.
At least 10 typed pages (not
including cover and works cited
pages).

Provides general information
pertaining to research that supports
the thesis.
Reflects consideration of the
significance of the study.
Uses mostly precise and accurate
vocabulary.
Style is mostly formal and objective.
At least 7 typed pages (not including
cover and works cited pages).

Provides little specific information
or data that is incorrect and does not
support the thesis.
Impact of the research is superficial
or vague.
Uses mostly imprecise or inaccurate
vocabulary.
Uses an informal or subjective style.
Less than 7 typed pages, or not
typed. (Not including cover and
works cited pages.)

Organization

Uses an engaging introduction and
thesis.
Minimum of 4 developed
supporting ideas.
Clear transitions.
Demonstrates correct grammar (e.g.
usage, mechanics, punctuation, and
spelling).
Varied sentence structure.
Paragraphs are cohesive and
organized for maximum effect.
All supporting ideas appropriately
cited.
Conclusion reinforces thesis and
supporting ideas, provides insight
into work.

Uses an appropriate introduction and
thesis.
3 developed supporting ideas.
Mostly clear transitions.
Few grammatical errors.
Mostly varied sentence structure.
Paragraphs are organized around a
single topic and are in a logical
order.
Most supporting ideas appropriately
cited.
Conclusion reinforces thesis but
lacks insight to work.

No introduction or thesis.
2 or fewer supporting ideas.
Vague or no transitions.
Grammatical errors interfere with
comprehension.
Lacking varied sentence structure.
Paragraphs are not organized.
Few or no supporting ideas or few
or no citations.
No conclusion.

Product/
Aesthetics

Must contain ALL the following
criteria in MLA format:
Cover page
Times New Roman, 12pt.
Double spaced
Pages numbered
1” margins
At least 5 distinct, MLA correct
citations, including one print source
and one database source
All correct works cited page

Must contain ALL of the following
criteria in proper format:
Cover page
Times New Roman, 12pt.
Double spaced
Pages numbered
1” margins
At least 4 distinct, MLA correct
citations, including one print source
and one database source
Mostly correct works cited page

Missing AT LEAST ONE of the
following criteria in proper format:
Cover page
Times New Roman, 12pt.
Double spaced
Pages numbered
1” margins
At least 3 distinct, MLA
correct citations, including one print
source and one database source
Mostly correct works cited page
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Benchmark B
All components due no later than November 30, 2021

Date of Completion Task

_______________ Completed Outline (All students)
September 21, 2021

_______________ First Draft of Paper Completed (10 pages Honors, 7 pages non-honors)
October 19, 2021

_______________ Final Draft of Research Paper
November 30, 2021

Benchmark B completed. ____________________________________________________
(Monitor Signature)

First drafts will be returned to the students no later than November 16, 2020

Final drafts will be returned to the students no later than December 21, 2020*

* Any person with a research paper graded NYS has 10 calendar days to submit corrected paper for
credit. If the revision due date falls on a weekend, holiday, or vacation, the student is still
responsible for sending in the paper electronically by the due date.
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Benchmark C
Oral-Visual Presentation

Process Paper
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Oral/Visual Component
Students must deliver an oral/visual presentation (15-20 minutes minimum) that summarizes

their research and conclusions and exhibits any products or productions. The Oral/Visual
communication includes a variety of modes of expression and technologies. Seniors are encouraged to
examine and use the mode(s) most effective for their project. This is a public presentation to the Project
Committee. Up to 3 minutes of audio/video may be used towards your presentation time. Any additional
minutes must be added to the presentation length.

If a student needs to get coverage for a committee member/teacher for their Oral-Visual
they should contact their monitor for a list containing the faculty’s free periods. This list is in the
Teacher Handbook. It is the student’s responsibility to ask and arrange coverage for that
committee member who needs it. The faculty member may or may not agree to cover, resulting in
the possibility of having to change the presentation date.
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Examples of Media and Technology
Up to three minutes of video/audio may be used as part of your presentation time.

Anything after three minutes will not be counted towards your total time.

The following are forms of technology that are acceptable for an oral-visual presentation:

ComputerSmart BoardVideo CameraVideo ProjectorDigital CameraTelevisionDVD/VCRCD/MP3 Player
Also included as acceptable forms of technology are vocational/mechanical devices:

Automobiles/EnginesToolsSports EquipmentScientific EquipmentMusical InstrumentsSound Engineering Devices
The following Computer Based Applications are acceptable, and the integration of more than
one can qualify for a Highly Successful Presentation:

Power Point/other presentation softwareInteractive Web ContentVideo/Audio Web ContentVideo/Audio playersPhotographic Slide Shows
Note: Any item from any of the above lists must enhance and be relevant to the presentation.
Any items not on this list are included at the discretion of the project monitor.
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Senior Project Oral-Visual Presentation Checklist
 Choose 4 tentative dates/times for your presentation and list on chart below. Consult with your

project committee members for dates/times convenient for them and make notations on the
chart. Use the reverse side of this sheet for more notes, if needed.

Committee Members
Date:

Time:

Date:

Time:

Date:

Time:

Date:

Time:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

 Identify date/time of your presentation which accommodates all of your committee members:
___________________

 Secure a location for the presentation: ________________________________
 Create and deliver invitations to persons attending the presentation (date, time, place)
 Decide on media to use (at least 2 forms): ____________________________________
 Make arrangements for securing needed equipment
 Prepare an outline for the presentation (this is a guide for your audience to follow your

presentation – it is not the same as your outline for your research paper; it should include your
thesis at the top)

 Make copies of the outline for your committee members
 Review the evaluation guide for oral visual presentations (Senior Project Manual)
 Rehearse presentation
 Plan appropriate professional attire
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Lyman Memorial High School
ORAL VISUAL PRESENTATION ACTIVITY PROPOSAL (IF NEEDED)

Date of Submission: ____________
(Must be submitted 2 weeks prior to event.)

ORAL ~ VISUAL PRESENTATION

MONTH DATE(S) YEAR

TIME
(Begin)

# OF
STUDENTS
INVOLVED

TIME (End)
Day (Circle) M Tu Wed Th Fri Sat Sun

ROOM~SPACE NEEDED
1ATRIUM 1AUDITORIUM 1STAGE 1BAND ROOM

1 GYMNASIUM 1 CLASSROOM #
____________

1LIBRARY 1Library Conference Room

1STAFF LOUNGE 1ATHLETIC FIELDS 1 CAFETERIA 1Office Conference Room
List items needed: (such as portable microphone,
tables, etc.) Number of constables

needed:
Date constables ordered:

PROJECT COMMITTEE (list)

MONITOR SIGNATURE
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Purpose (description):
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________

NOTE: Be sure to confirm arrangements two (2) days before event.

SIGNATURES
*(Approval depends on space availability). Approved Denied

Music Director
Athletic Director
Library Director
Activities Director
Assist. Principal or Principal m.cal.

Please turn in completed form to Mr. Morello, Senior Project Coordinator
*Needed if using their facilities.
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Senior Project Evaluation Guide-Oral Visual
HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL SUCCESSFUL NOT YET SUCCESSFUL

Content

Communicates substantial
information or data.
Strongly communicates
importance, value, or impact.
Reasoning clearly employed.
Verbally cite 3+ sources within
presentation.
Uses precise terminology
demonstrating knowledge and
appropriate audience.
Discussion/response to questionsstrongly reflects analysis, insight,and synthesis

Communicates supporting
information or data.
Communicates importance, value, or
impact.

Communicates conclusions.
Verbally cites 2 sources within
presentation.
Uses some appropriate terminology
and some awareness of audience.
Responds adequately to questions

Fails to communicate supporting
information or data.
Fails to communicate importance,
value, or impact.

Lacks substantive reasoning.
Vague references.
No terminology or terminology
which is inappropriate.

Responds inadequately or does not
answer questions

Effective
Presentation

Speaking

Uses body language which
enhances the presentation
(gestures, body position).
Consistent eye contact to engage
audience
Enunciates clearly, correctly, and
efficiently.
Varies tone, volume, and speed
to enhance presentation.
Presentation appropriate attire

Uses appropriate body language.
Sufficient eye contact with members
of the audience
Enunciates clearly, correctly, and
efficiently most of the time.
Includes some variety of tone,
volume, and speed.
Neat appearance.

Body movement and posture impede
effectiveness of presentation.
Fails to establish sufficient eye
contact with the audience.
Fails to enunciate clearly, correctly
or efficiently much of the time.
Uses tone, volume, or speed which
interferes with comprehension.
Appearance unprofessional or
inappropriate.

Organization

Prepares and follows a
comprehensive, detailed
presentational outline to be
shared with the audience
Uses an engaging beginning and
a thoughtful conclusion.
Clearly focuses around a
controlling idea or thesis.
Moves smoothly from one idea to
the next.

Prepares and follows a
presentational outline to be shared
with the audience.
Uses an appropriate beginning and
ending.
Primarily focuses around a
controlling idea or thesis.
Most of the time moves smoothly
from one idea to the next.

Lacks clear organization or
organizational structure is
inappropriate.
Lacks beginning or ending, or
beginnings or endings are
inappropriate.
Lacks focus around a controlling idea
or thesis.
Does not move smoothly from one
idea to the next.

Visual/Media
Presentation

Selects and integrates a minimum
of two forms of appropriate
technology (or one form of
technology and another form of
media, or two applications of the
same technology) to enhance the
presentation.
Communicates significant
information or data through this
media.
Minimum – 20 minutes (not
including Q & A)

Demonstrates and integrates at least
one appropriate form of technology.

Communicates minimal information
or data.

Minimum – 15 minutes (not
including Q & A)

4

Uses technology ineffectively or does
not use technology or data.

Focuses on insignificant or irrelevant
information or data.

Fewer than 15 minutes.
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Example for Oral Visual Presentation Outline
Three-dimensional printing is a valuable capability that has and will continue to revolutionize design
and engineering.
1. Introduction

a. 3D printing is the process of using a machine to create a physical model of a three-
dimensional digital drawing.

b. Which of the following items have already been created by a three-dimensional printer?
c. “Third Industrial Revolution”
d. Early development of 3D printing

2. Types of 3D printing
a. Stereolithography
b. Fused deposition modeling

i. Afina 3D printer display
c. Selective laser sintering
d. Electron beam melting
e. Direct metal laser sintering
f. Selective laser melting

3. Subtractive manufacturing

4. 3D printing and the environment

5. Increased availability of 3D printing

6. Applications of 3D printing
a. Biomedical applications

i. Video: Boy gets prosthetic hand made by 3-D printer
b. Automotive industry applications

i. Printing car parts
ii. The Strati

c. Aerospace Industry applications
d. Additional applications

i. Architecture
ii. Art

e. Educational applications

7. Conclusion
a. “The 21st century is going to be about bringing the virtual world into closer alignment with

the physical one.” -Fabricated: The New World of 3D Printing
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Works Cited
"Boy Gets Prosthetic Hand Made by 3-D Printer." YouTube. YouTube, 28 Oct. 2013. Web. 08 Jan.

2015.

Chowdhry, Amit. "What Can 3D Printing Do? Here Are 6 Creative Examples. "Forbes. Forbes
Magazine, n.d. Web. 20 Sept. 2014.
<http://www.forbes.com/sites/amitchowdhry/2013/10/08/what-can-3d-printing-do-here-are-6-
creative-examples/>;.

Faludi, Jer. "How to Print 3D Parts Better." Environmental Impacts of 3D Printing. N.p., 22 Nov.
2013. Web. 20 Sept. 2014. <http://sustainabilityworkshop.autodesk.com/blog/environmental-
impacts-3d-printing>;.

Fleming, Mark. "What is 3D Printing? An Overview.." 3D Printer. N.p., n.d. Web. 14 Sept. 2014.
<http://www.3dprinter.net/reference/what-is-3d-printing>;.

"Fused Deposition Modeling | 3D Printing | Solid Concepts." Solid Concepts Inc.. N.p., n.d. Web. 14
Sept. 2014. <https://www.solidconcepts.com/technologies/fused-deposition-modeling-fdm/>;.
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Process Component
The process component culminates with a Process Paper. The Process Paper is a personal

essay that demonstrates reflection on the process and methods used. This begins with the initial idea
and ends with the completion of the project.

The Process Paper

The purpose of a process paper is to summarize the process you went through in completing
this project. This paper is to be written in the first person (I realize now…) and should be two pages in
length. You need to address the following:

 What were the major things you had to do to complete this project?
 What problems did you have? Were they anticipated?
 What would you do differently if you had it to do over again?
 What were the positives about the experience?
 What were the constraints (negatives) of the project?
 What comments would you like to make to the Steering Committee about this

process?
THE PROCESS PAPER IS DUE ON OR BEFORE MARCH 4, 2022

Process and Commitment
HIGHLY

SUCCESSFUL SUCCESSFUL
NOT YET

SUCCESSFUL
Process Paper Typed, double spaces,

12pt. font, spellchecked,
few or no errors.
Minimum of 2 pages

Typed, double spaced,
12pt. font, spellchecked,
but with errors.
Minimum of 2 pages

Typed but careless and
sloppy, or handwritten

Fewer than 2 pages

Commitment Must meet with monitor a
minimum of 5 times.
Completion of all
deadlines.

Meets with monitor a
minimum of 5 times.

Fails to meet all
benchmark deadlines, but
meets all graduation
deadlines. Corrects all
missing work.

Meets with monitor
less than 5 times.

Misses any of the
timetables and fails to
turn in missing work.

Any student who receives an NYS on their process paper will have 5 calendar days to revise and
resubmit to the monitor. A student who receives NYS on commitment will be referred to the Steering
Committee for additional requirements to bring their grade up to successful. If the new due date falls
on a weekend, holiday, or vacation day, the student must submit it electronically. It is the student’s
responsibility to meet the due date.

HIGHLY
SUCCESSFUL SUCCESSFUL

NOT YET
SUCCESSFUL

Process Paper Typed, double spaces,
12pt. font, spellchecked,
few or no errors.
Minimum of 2 pages

Typed, double spaced,
12pt. font, spellchecked,
but with errors.
Minimum of 2 pages

Typed but careless and
sloppy, or handwritten

Fewer than 2 pages

Commitment Must meet with monitor a
minimum of 5 times.
Completion of all
deadlines.

Meets with monitor a
minimum of 5 times.

Fails to meet all
benchmark deadlines, but
meets all graduation
deadlines. Corrects all
missing work.

Meets with monitor
less than 5 times.

Misses any of the
timetables and fails to
turn in missing work.
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Benchmark C

Due no later than March 4, 2022

_______________ Oral/Visual Presentation of research
successfully presented.

_______________ Process paper completed

Benchmark C completed. __________________________________________________________
(Monitor Signature)

Any person with an Oral/Visual presentation graded NYS has 5 school days to make up this
deficiency.
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Benchmark D
Honors Component
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The Honors Component Completion Checklist
The student may voluntarily choose the Honors Component to qualify for a Highly Successful Senior
Project. Benchmark D is an enrichment component intended to maximize the senior project
experience. The student will add a performance, school-to-career, or volunteer piece to their project.

Indicators *

Performance(s)
Ms. Fryer (Contact) ____________________________________________________

Product
______ Acknowledge Audience
______ Engaging Audience
______ Pre-production Skills #

School-To-Career _____ Job Shadow 10 Hours / Part-time job
Mr. Tedesco (Contact) _____ Career Connection to Senior Project

Volunteerism
Mr. Apicelli (Contact) ________________________________________________________

Organization (pre-approved)

______ 20 Hours
______ Form completed

*Standards set on a case by case basis
# Pre-production Skills (tickets, publicity, etc.)

Benchmark D must be declared by November 30, 2021
Due Date Benchmark D – March 4, 2022

Benchmark D completed. ___________________________________________________
(Monitor Signature)
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Lyman Memorial High School
PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY PROPOSAL (IF NEEDED)

Date of
Submission:____________

(Must be submitted 2 weeks
prior to event.)
PERFORMANCE

MONTH DATE(S) YEAR

TIME
(Begin)

# OF
STUDENTS
INVOLVED

TIME
(End)
Day
(Circle)

M Tu Wed Th Fri Sat Sun

ROOM~SPACE NEEDED
1ATRIUM 1AUDITORIUM 1STAGE 1BAND ROOM

1 GYMNASIUM 1 CLASSROOM #
____________

1LIBRARY 1Library Conference
Room

1STAFF LOUNGE 1ATHLETIC FIELDS 1 CAFETERIA 1Office Conference
Room

List items needed: (such as portable microphone,
tables, etc.) Number of constables

needed:
Date constables ordered:

PROJECT COMMITTEE (list)

MONITOR SIGNATURE
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Purpose (description):
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________

NOTE: Be sure to confirm arrangements two (2) days before event.
*

SIGNATURES
(Approval depends on space
availability).

Approve
d

Denie
d

Music Director
Athletic Director
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Library Director
Activities Director
Assistant Principal or
Principal

m.cal
.

Please turn in completed form to Mr. Morello, Senior Project Coordinator
*Needed if using their facilities.
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LYMAN MEMORIAL HIGH SCHOOL
917 Exeter Road LEBANON, CONNECTICUT 06249

“Home of the Bulldogs”
JAMES C. APICELLI OFFICE: (860) 642-7567 FAX: (860) 642-3523 SAMANTHA McCARTHY
Principal GUIDANCE: (860) 642-7553 Assistant Principal

JOB SHADOW SITE EXPECTATIONS OF EMPLOYERS

To Whom It May Concern:
Thank you for agreeing to be a job shadow site sponsor. This guide sheet will provide you with
information about what the purpose of the job shadow is, and what will be expected of you as a
host site.
A job shadow is a vocational awareness activity in which a student spends all or part of a
workday observing daily activities at a local business. Sites are selected based on student
interests. Students are not allowed to work, but rather are to observe, ask questions, and complete
journal entries.
The cooperating local business is expected to provide someone to be with the student at all times.
This person should be willing to explain procedures and answer any student questions.
If you have any questions, concerns, or comments, please feel free to contact me at Lyman
Memorial High School, 860-642-7567. Thank you in advance for your cooperation.
Sincerely,

Mark Morello
Senior Project Coordinator
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LYMAN MEMORIAL HIGH SCHOOL
LEBANON, CONNECTICUT 06249

GUIDANCE: (860) 642-5687 Mr. David Tedesco Darlene Loukides
FAX: (860) 642-3521 School Counselor School Counselor

Senior Project Benchmark D – STC Honors Component

Student Name:_____________________________________________________ Date:____________
Senior Project:______________________________________________________________________
Related Career Cluster: (clusters are listed on page 14 in senior project binder)

Career opportunities related to senior project:
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________

Possible Career Paths (education, training, etc.):
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________

Job Shadow/Part time job title:
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________

Note: Students must also submit a short essay describing their job shadow experience to qualify forthe Senior Project Benchmark D.
Attention Job Shadow /PT Job Site Supervisor:
Please verify by signing below that __________________________ (student name) has completed
a Job Shadow for a minimum of 10 hours or is employed in a Part Time job.

Thank You.

Signature: Date:
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LYMAN MEMORIAL HIGH SCHOOL
LEBANON, CONNECTICUT

Community Service Request Form
To be completed by each student prior to completing the service activity.

Name:________________________________________ Grade: Date: _________
Date service is to be provided: Total Hours: ________
Name of Affiliated Organization:
_________________________________________________________________________________
Name of person supervising the activity:
_________________________________________________________________________________
Address: ___________________________________________________________________________

Street City
Phone Number: _______________________________
Description of Community Service Project:
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Signature of School Personnel Authorizing the Activity:
________________________________
Signature of Monitor ______________________________________

To be completed by the Community Service supervisor upon completion of the project.
I __________________________, the supervisor of this Community Service Project, attest to the
attendance and participation of ________________________ in the completion of the above
mentioned activity.

Signature:__________________________________________________ Date______________

(Sample)
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Permission to Travel by Private Transportation
(Driver Form)

In order to pursue an individual/special project, I give my son/daughter _________________________
(student) permission to drive our family automobile _____________________ (license number) on
__________________ (date) to _______________________________________________________
(destination) for the purpose of
_________________________________________________________________________ (activity).

I take full responsibility for _______________________________'s (student's name) safety during the
travel and during the activity.

In addition, I give my permission for the following students to travel with him/her:
__________________________________________________ (full name)
__________________________________________________ (full name)
__________________________________________________ (full name)

Parent/Guardian Signature_______________________________________________ Date__________
Note: Forms will be available with the Senior Project Coordinator. This form must be completed each
time you drive and must:

• be filled out 24 hours before the date of each request.
• be signed by the Monitor.
• be turned into the main office.

Student must sign out and sign back in with the main office staff.
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(Sample)

Permission to Travel by Private Transportation
(Passenger Form)

I give my son/daughter _______________________________ (student's name) permission to
travel by private automobile or any other mode of transportation on ____________________(date) in
order to pursue an individual/special project.

Driver________________________________________________________________________
(Student name)

Destination _________________________________________________________________________
Automobile License___________________
Activity____________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________

I take full responsibility for _______________________________ (son's/daughter's) safety during the
travel and during the activity.

Parent/Guardian Signature_____________________________________________ Date___________

Note: This form must be filed with the high school office 24 hours before the trip occurs.
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SENIOR PROJECT DUE DATE CHECKLIST
REQUIREMENT DUE DATE TASK COMPLETED
STATEMENT OF UNDERSTANDING, NARRATIVE
PROPOSAL WITH THESIS

4/13/21
INITIAL 20 RESEARCH FACTS WITH PROPOER
CITATIONS

5/18/21
BENCHMARK PAPER A COMPLETED 5/18/21
PAPER OUTLINE 9/21/21
FIRST DRAFT OF PAPER 10/19/21
FINAL PAPER 11/30/21
DECLARE FOR HONORS PROJECT &
REQUIREMENTS

11/30/21
BENCHMARK B COMPLETED 11/30/21
ORAL-VISUAL PRESENTATION 3/4/22
PROCESS PAPER 3/4/22
BENCHMARK C COMPLETED 3/4/22
BENCHMARK D COMPLETED 3/4/22


